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CHAPTER 14 

PORTABLE DENTAL EQUIPMENT 

There are well over two thousand dental manufacturers and distributors in the 
United States. This represents the majority of dental manufacturers in the world. 
Most large dental manufacturers and suppliers in the U.S. have foreign 
representatives who sell their products worldwide. But only a few deal in 
portable equipment because the demand is so small in the United States and 
abroad. The armed services are probably the largest potential customers for 
portable dental equipment. Yet each branch of service has its own set of 
specific criteria to fit their specific needs for air, sea, or land use. Portable 
equipment should be lightweight, compact and easily transported by hand. This 
chapter will give you a basic overview of some of the truly portable equipment 
available. The military website that evaluates dental equipment and supplies 
would be well worth your time at https://decs.nhgl.med.navy.mil.   
 
One dental team arrived in a Southeast Asian country without problems, but 
when trying to leave were told they could not take all of the "heavy equipment" 
because it exceeded the airline limitations. Flying in was okay, but because of 
the altitude and thinner air, lifting off the ground on take off was critical to the 
aircraft weight and amount of fuel they put on board for the return flight. They 
ended up paying extra for the overweight baggage and had to weigh each 
bag, each carry on, and each person to calculate the weight of the plane and 
fuel. It cost them over $600 to take their equipment back with them. They had 
no choice but to pay the price. The size and weight of your equipment is 
important. 

General Categories of Specific Portable Equipment 
 A. Chairs and Chair Assemblies (Even Do It Yourself Chairs) (Page 143) 
 B. Dental Drill Units (Size, Weight, Criteria) (Page 169) 

  C.  Compressors (Electric, Gasoline) (Page 201) 
 D.  Water Source (Pressure Tank, Gravity Feed, Municipal Source) (Page 215) 
 E.  Evacuator System (Electric, Air Pressure, Water) (Page 221) 
 F.  Lights (Flashlight, Rolex, Top Spot, Fiber Optic, AC, DC, Sun) (Page 231) 

G. X-ray Systems (Page 245) 
H. Portable Dark Rooms (Page 257)  
I. Lap Top Imaging Portable (Page 261) 
J. Portable Electric Drills, Curing Lights, Ultrasonic (Page 263) 
K. Portable Generators  (Page 271) 
L. NASA Developments (X-Ray, Air Bladder, Compressor) (Page 271) 
M. Cases for Transport of Portable Equipment and Supplies (Page 271) 
N. Miscellaneous Portable Equipment (Page 283) 
O. Autoclaves and Sterilization Techniques (Page 285) 
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TYPICAL PORTABLE DENTAL CHAIR 
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Portable Dental Chairs 

 

There are times when it sure would 
be nice to have a portable dental chair. 
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A. PATIENT DENTAL CHAIR (CRITERIA FOR A PORTABLE CHAIR) 

1.   A portable dental chair must be lightweight and durable, yet easily 
folded down to a dimension that makes it easy to carry and transport 
to the location of service. Airlines have a maximum size and weight 
allowable for luggage. Presently that is 50 pounds and maximum total 
dimension (H+W+L) of 62 inches. 

 
2. A portable dental chair should deliver the patient to the dentist in a 

manner that is easy for the dentist to have good access and lighting 
for the procedure he is performing. 

 
3. A portable dental chair should have a thin narrow back and be fully 

adjustable for the comfort of the operator and patient. 
 
4. There should be a good headrest and arm support for the comfort of 

your patient. It is almost impossible for patients to hold their heads still 
without a good head support. 

 
5. A portable dental chair must be adjustable for various procedures 

including both stand up and sit down dentistry to suit the operator. The 
adjustments should be conveniently located and easy to operate. 

 
6. A dental chair must be stable while in use and not subject to tipping 

over with the patient. 
 

7. A portable dental chair must be easily cleaned for a wide variety of 
circumstances. Its frame and upholstery should be made of materials 
which can be wiped with germicides and not deteriorate. 
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EXAMPLES OF PORTABLE DENTAL CHAIRS 

 1. A•dec Portable Dental Chair Called a Porta-Chair 3460 
 
 The first thing to consider in a portable dental chair is size and weight 

for your specific transportation mode. Some of these chairs exceed the 
maximum dimensions that airlines will carry for you. Remember the 
total width, length, and height must not total over 62”. Also, the weight 
must not exceed 50 pounds for U.S. carriers, but may be as little as 45 
pounds for some foreign airlines. This chair would exceed some airline 
dimension limitations for travel. Know Before You Go about your 
transportation regulations. The Porta-Chair weighs 65 pounds, so 
together with its carrying case, it is way over the maximum weight for 
airline travel. The upholstery is padded, heavy-duty vinyl for long 
durable use and is easily cleaned. There is a choice of three colors for 
the chair and accessories.  

 
  The Porta-Chair has been around for many years and evolved through 

a number of model changes. Earlier models were too large and 
difficult to adjust the height. If a patient was in the chair, they had to 
get out while you flipped the chair on its side and adjusted the scissors 
legs. Current models are very nice to use. They have rollers on one pair 
of legs and a screw adjustment between the scissors legs for easy 
adjustment while the patient is still in the chair. The new models are 
lighter and more compact. A•dec has continued to refine and add 
features to this chair that make it second to none for portable dentistry. 
Current models are very nice to use and high on my recommend list. 

 
  Note in the “Accessory” description that the dimensions are 20” x 10-

1/2” x 43”. The total of height, width, and length are 73-1/2” for this 
chair in its travel case. So these total dimensions are 11-1/2” more than 
the 62” airline standard. Sometimes airline carriers in the United States 
would still allow you to take this dental chair as checked luggage, but 
there is no guarantee that a connecting foreign carrier will permit the 
oversized chair without excess size and weight charge. The cost of 
overweight and excess limits can be considerable on foreign airlines. 
Know Before You Go. 
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2. Aseptico Portable Dental Chair called an AseptiChair ADC-01 
 
 The first things to consider in a portable dental chair are size and 

weight for your specific transportation mode. Remember that the 
total weight of your chair in its case is critical for airline travel and 
should not exceed 50 pounds. This portable chair is easily within 
the weight limitation at a mere 30 pounds. The total height, width 
and length are exactly 65" for airline transportation. This chair is 
designed for airline travel and convenience on the field. The 
flexible carrying case makes it easy to pack extra 2x2 gauze, 
patient bibs or clothing in with the AseptiChair on your way to the 
mission. The case is also a good place to pack some extra 
supplies or souvenirs on the way back from your mission. 

 
 The upholstery is padded Naugahyde for long durable use and 

easily cleaned. The adjustable patient headrest pad is an extra 
comfort feature for the patient along with padded elbow rests. 
The steel frame is more than adequate for any sized patient. 
Adjustment pins in the legs have to be set to proper height before 
the patient is seated. Yet due to the lightweight of the chair, this 
adjustment is quick and easy. This chair is rated for patients who 
weigh up to 500 pounds. The companion AseptiStool is available 
for a doctor or assistant stool. The stool, ADC-08, is well padded, 
weighs only 15 pounds and folds neatly into its own carrying case 
to travel with the AseptiChair. 

 
 This is a very good portable dental chair. The only feature, which 

could be inconvenient, is when performing stand up dentistry 
such as extractions. The AseptiChair does not sit the patient high 
enough to work comfortably for extended periods of time. Yet, it 
is perfect for sit down dentistry and ideal if you do all your 
procedures sitting down. The new model of AseptiChair is truly 
designed for portable dentistry. 
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ASEPTICHAIR 
A D C - 0 1 

S P E C I F I C A T 10 N S 
 
The AseptiChair is a simple, yet sophisticated, 
all-purpose chair for the positioning of dental 
patients. It is designed for portability, comfort, 
versatility, economy and safety. 
 
It is constructed of high strength D.O.M. steel. 
Brown, powder coated to prevent chipping. 
Covered with tough Naugahyde upholstery. 
Tested safe to over 500 pounds. 
 
Set-up in less than a minute. Simply remove 
chair from vinyl carrying case and set on floor. 
Raise chair set to desired height and insert pin 
in hole of outside legs on each side of seat at 
desired height. Highly stable. 
 
The footrest may be used to support the legs 
and feet in a horizontal position, or may fold 
down, so patient can be in a normal sitting 
position. 
 

The backrest is adjustable to any position from 
straight upright to full supine. It has convenient 
elbow rests when in supine position. 
 
A strong vinyl carrying case comes standard 
with the AseptiChair. The case protects the 
chair and is designed to be conveniently 
carried. 
 

STANDARD FEATURES 

** Fully adjustable back, from full upright to full  
     horizontal and anywhere in between.  
** Adjustable seat height from 11" to 22”  
** Adjustable headrest pad.  
** Elbow supports.  
** Fold down footrest so it can be used as a chair.  
** Naugahyde padded replaceable upholstery.  
** Weighs only 30 pounds including case.  
** Vinyl carrying case included.  
** Folded dimensions: 34" x 23" x 8" 
 

 
ASEPTISTOOL 

A D C - 0 8 
S P E C I F I C A T 10 N S 

 
This operator's portable stool is unique. It has a 
hinged, padded back and seat, adjustable legs 
with casters, and folds up quickly and neatly 
into a vinyl carrying case. Set up in seconds. 
 
It is constructed of high strength DOM steel 
and aluminum. Frame has excellent 
concentricity, good tolerances and surface 
finish. Durable chip-resistant powder coated 
brown finish. 
 
The back and seat are comfortably padded and 
covered with a tough Naugahyde upholstery. 
Stool weight capacity is 300 pounds. 
 
The stool is portable, convenient, lightweight 
and comfortable. The combination     of  
Aseptico's      ADC-01,  
 

AseptiChair, ALU-29 or ALU-27 AseptiLight 
and the stool makes an excellent set up for 
examinations, screenings, backup operatory. 
This highly portable, yet useful stool is a 
member of the most comprehensive family of 
portable dental products available. Take top 
quality dentistry anywhere, with Aseptico 
equipment. 
 

STANDARD FEATURES 
** Push button telescoping legs.  
** Adjustable seat height from 17" to 22".  
** Hinged back for easy packing.  
** Folded dimensions: 22 long x 18" wide x 8"  
** Weighs only 15 pounds, including case.  
** Casters for easy mobility.  
** Vinyl carrying case included. 
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 3. I-TEC Backpack Chair 
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4. DNTLworks™ Equipment Corporation Portable Dental Chair called a DNTL 4020 
 
 The first thing to consider for a portable dental chair is its size and 

weight with case. The weight of this beautiful chair is 42 pounds and 
the folded dimension of this chair is 53” L x 22” W x 9” D, which totals 
84". Airlines normally do not permit cartons over 62" without special 
permission. So if you plan to fly with this chair it may cause you great 
difficulty on international flights. The total weight is good provided your 
case is light. This is a very nice portable chair that comes with an 
optional hydraulic base. This is a dream chair for a dentist doing 
portable dentistry. It has everything you or the patient could want. 

    
  DNTLworks™ Equipment Corporation has a complete line of 

compressors, chairs, stools and accessories. The DNTL 4025 model is the 
hydraulic base dental chair. The chair seat folds into an optional bag 
and weighs approximately 40 pounds. The hydraulic chair base weighs 
an additional 28 pounds and has a carrying handle. The lightweight of 
this chair and hydraulic base are a true luxury, but again, if you plan on 
international travel, be sure of your total dimensions and airline 
regulations. 
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4. Portable Lawn Chairs or Deck Chairs 

 
 A much cheaper alternative to the manufactured portable dental 

chair would be a department store or mail order deck chair. Dental 
hygiene and rural dental education programs have used them 
successfully for many years. The low cost, lightweight, and availability 
make them an attractive option. It is very likely that you could 
purchase some of these chairs in the country you visit, use them, and 
give them away when finished. You would save the hassle of 
purchasing them here, then packing, and transporting them back and 
forth. There also is a good possibility that this type of chair would be 
cheaper to purchase in the host country. One of our teams carried two 
deck chairs with us to Cambodia. When we got to the missionary host's 
home, they had four of the exact folding chairs in their family room. 

 
 It is important to use chairs that are very adjustable and adaptable for 

dental use. Some deck chairs will not lie all the way back for sit down 
dentistry. Before you purchase, be sure to compare all of your options. 
Another consideration with deck chairs would be their stability when 
fully reclined. Some have a tendency to tip over.  

 
 The two Italian manufactured chairs that we use only weigh a total of 

42 pounds when both are packed in the travel case. We add 2 x 2's 
and other lightweight supplies in the travel case to bring its total weight 
up to 50 pounds. The cost of one deck chair was $85.00 and the 
custom made plastic case cost $105.00. So the total investment for two 
chairs and a case were $275.00. 

 
 Recently we purchased three Timberline canvas lounge chairs from 

Wal-Mart for $18 each. This model had the high back and a foot rest 
extension, which we removed. Three of these tubular frame fold down 
chairs went easily into a military duffle bag with many of our supplies. 
They work great for standup dentistry (extractions). At this price, the 
chairs can be given away periodically to other dental professionals in 
the countries where we work. For the value and convenience, they 
become almost disposable compared to the cost of a manufactured 
portable dental chair from the United States. 
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Inexpensive deck chair has same features as expensive dental chair. 
 

 
 

Two deck chairs in a lightweight carton weigh only 39 pounds. 
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5.  Cardboard Dental Chair 
 
Even cardboard can be used to construct a dental chair. Several 
years ago the plans were available through JADA, so the students at 
Oral Roberts University made one for the Spatford Clinic in Jerusalem. It 
was used for a number of years by visiting dentists to treat patients.  

 
The cardboard dental chair can be made simple and easy if you have 
some time to cut it out and assemble. We made several out of 
corrugated plastic, like the post office uses for their letter trays. The 
plastic sheets make a much stronger chair than cardboard and it can 
be wiped down with surface disinfectants  

 
The plastic chair is lightweight, durable, aseptic, adjustable, and 
cheap. The Christian Dental Society www.christiandental.org has 
several that go with their members on trips overseas. They are not 
adjustable but work quite well. Total weight is about 26 pounds. It will 
not rust, decay, mold, or soil. I used one for two weeks in Viet Nam and 
know that it works very well. They also have the chairs available for 
purchase at 563-578-8887.  

 

Example of corrugated, cut-out dental chair (diagram page 165) 
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Working in Mexico against a cement wall is difficult. 

 

    Working in India against a wood wall is just as difficult. 
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6.  Military Special Order Portable Dental Chair 
 

When you have your own trucks, planes, helicopters, or Leer jet to 
transport equipment, then size and weight are not so critical to your 
portable dental equipment. These are examples of very nice portable 
military units that make the practice of dentistry in “MASH” units almost 
like being in your own dental office. The size and weight of this 
equipment is greater than would be permitted on a commercial 
airliner, but there is also a much greater convenience factor once it is 
set up in the field. 
 
This equipment is impractical for most missionary dentists because of 
size, weight and cost unless advance shipment to the location can be 
arranged. That takes a lot of preplanning, time, and someone on 
location to store it until you arrive. We did that very thing with portable 
equipment for a clinic in Colombia, South America. It gave us the 
latitude of using the equipment in a permanent clinic on a daily basis 
or picking it up and taking it to a rural setting. The options for utilizing 
this type of equipment in another country are just fantastic once 
transportation considerations to the country are resolved. 

 
Many times military equipment of this type can be obtained quite 
reasonably from Army surplus, civil defense, or during the refurbishing of 
military dental installations. This is the best in portable equipment, but 
be careful of its size and weight. 

  
As a civilian on commercial aircraft, you are limited to two suitcases 
and a carry-on bag. The suitcases cannot exceed 62” when you add 
the height, length and width. The weight cannot exceed 50 pounds for  
each of the two check-on cases. So bear this in mind for air travel.  
 
Something again worth noting is that the military has a testing program 
for dental equipment. There is a website which has evaluations of the 
dental equipment they have tested. You may want to review their 
assessments and comments about what is good and what is not so 
good at https://decs.nhgl.med.navy.mil/. 
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High Backed Chairs – Any high backed chair that offers head support, 
can be used for doing exams and extractions. If you can put the front 
two legs evenly on bricks, it will give the chair some inclination. Actually 
a rocking chair works better than a high backed chair because you 
can adjust the inclination of the back of the rocking chair by adjusting 
the position of your two bricks under the runners. Placing your chair 
near a wall can provide a headrest for the patient if you do not have 
an assistant or headrest to hold the patient's head. Note pictures of 
rural work in India using this technique. One difficulty working up 
against a wall is that you cannot work in a convenient position if you 
need to be behind the patient. In those situations, it may be necessary 
to swing the patient around and cradle their head in your free arm 
and work, but that is very inconvenient. There is usually a better way if 
you use your ingenuity. I worked four days like this until someone 
remembered that there was a huge hand carved dental chair in a 
clinic not far from us. That huge wooden chair was the answer to my 
aching back. 

                

 

A wooden dental chair saved my back in India. 
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9.  Other Options   
 
Ironing Board Dental Chair  - Even a small ironing board can be used 
effectively as a dental chair in certain situations where you have a 
bedfast patient, who is immobile. A hospital bed, or any kind of bed, is 
nearly impossible to work beside and do restorative dentistry. Yet, a small 
ironing board can be modified to your own likes, slid under the torso of the 
bedfast patient and swung around to serve as a thin, narrow platform like 
a dental chair. Their head would go on the tapered end of the board to 
give you more convenient access for dental work. A small towel can be 
rolled up and shaped like a donut to cradle their head on the board. This 
is a much better technique than trying to lean over the hospital bed and 
break your back during a long restorative procedure. 

 
Construct Your Own Dental Chair – Every country you visit will have 
material from which a dental chair can be made. It will give some 
craftsman a unique challenge and maybe create an opportunity for him 
to develop a small trade for himself. It will be up to you to communicate 
what you need by pictures or diagrams. I have seen many chairs made 
by craftsmen in other countries of bamboo, wood, iron, aluminum, wicker, 
cardboard and plastic. Don’t limit yourself from lack of imagination. 
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Dr. Mundy using the I-Tec Portable Dental Chair in Patagonia 

  

Dr. Moussalli picture on the right using 2 upside down  
trashcans and a piece of plywood for a dental chair.
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Eight Pound Operatory 

Discontinued 
Manufactured for World Dental Relief from 1992 to 2003
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PORTABLE DENTAL DRILL UNITS 

 

 

 

 

When a patient really needs a tooth filled rather than an 
extraction, wouldn’t it be nice to have a portable dental drill? 
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B. Portable Dental Drill Units (CRITERIA TO LOOK FOR IN A UNIT) 
 

1. Unit should be lightweight, compact, and dependable. As with the dental 
chair, its weight and the external dimensions of the carrying case are 
important for air travel. The weight cannot exceed 50 pounds and total of 
its three dimensions should not exceed 62" for height, weight, and length. 
 

2. You need a high-speed handpiece for rapid reduction; preferably with a 
thumb pressure bur release rather than a separate bur tool, which can be 
lost. One operator lost his bur tool the first day of a one-week trip and had 
to use the same 557 bur on every patient that week. These little bur 
changer tools are easy to lose in transportation or during clean up by 
inexperienced help in the work area. 

 
3. You need a slow-speed handpiece on a separate hose so you do not 

have to change back and forth on the same handpiece tubing for the 
high-speed and low-speed. You should have various contra-angle and 
straight attachments on the slow-speed to suit your needs. Also, prophy-
angles should be included in your supplies, if you intend to clean teeth. 

 
4. You need an air/water syringe or three-way syringe to perform any 

restorative work. Disposable tips are now available with new models. But 
metal, autoclavable, interchangeable tips may be more practical so you 
can sterilize and reuse them indefinitely. 

         
5. A high volume Venturi suction should connect directly onto the dental 

unit and work with air pressure.  These are very efficient and have enough 
volume for surgery. The collection bottles are plastic, which eliminates 
potential glass breakage problems. These suctions do require a 
compressor that can provide good continuous airflow to maintain the 
high volume suction. 

 
6. Stability is important for the portable dental unit so it does not tip over 

when in use. There are times when the floor of a rural clinic may be dirt, 
gravel or compressed dung. I have set up under trees on level ground 
and out in the open with people crowded around us watching our dental 
work. There are many styles and designs of equipment, but durability, 
dependability, and stability are top priorities. 

 
7. Easy maintenance and repair should also be considerations. The design 

must be simple, accessible, and easy to repair. It is not likely that you will 
carry tools and parts along for repairs. Most portable units have standard 
parts and can be worked on with tools found in any country. Stay away 
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from complicated, unique equipment or old equipment for which parts 
may no longer be available. 

 
8. Extra air line tubing may be a concern if you have a noisy source of air 

(compressor). I sometimes carry several twelve-foot extensions, so I can 
put the compressor outside of my operating area. Even 50 feet of 1/2’’ air 
line hose is cheap and easy to carry. 

 
9.  An electric extension cord made of 12 or 14 gauge wire is recommended, 

with multiple outlets on the end to power your auxiliary equipment. A 
multiple outlet (six place) with a breaker for overload is a good investment 
to save your equipment from power fluctuations. Be aware of the electric 
supply whether it is 220V or 110V, 60 or 50 cycle, before hooking up. You 
may need a step down transformer to convert 220V to 110V. For more 
information about electricity, refer to Chapter Ten. 

 
10. Electric and solar powered drill units will be considered separately, later in 

this chapter under Miscellaneous Section. 
 
 

 
 

Air line hose extensions, extension cords, 
adaptors and converters  
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Examples of Portable Drill Units 
 

Since there are more than fifty different styles of dental units for portable use, 
it would be difficult to critique each one and give you an evaluation based 
on what I look for in a unit. Your needs will be uniquely different from those 
that I may have. The next few pages will give you an idea of the wide variety 
of portable delivery systems available to you. It is up to you to evaluate your 
own needs and select a unit that best satisfies your style of practice. 
Hopefully by now, you have a better idea about what you need for portable 
dental practice. 
 

 
 

These dental students are placing fillings on Quechua Indians in the high 
remote Andes Mountains of South America.  The dental equipment was run 
off a 2000-watt generator outside the building. 
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NOTES 
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JunAir 600-4B portable oil-less compressor 
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B. COMPRESSORS (CRITERIA TO LOOK FOR IN A PORTABLE COMPRESSORUNIT) 
 

1. Your compressor should be lightweight, durable, and dependable. Its size and 
weight are important considerations if you are taking it on commercial airlines. 
The external dimensions of the carrying case cannot exceed 62" (H+W+L) unless 
you get special permission from the airline. For U.S. carriers total weight cannot 
exceed 50 pounds and compressors cannot contain oil for air transport. So, Know 
Before You Go. 

 
2. The speed of recovery (SCFM) of the air volume to drive your dental unit is critical 

to your efficiency. The size of your motor and diameter of the compression piston 
or pistons are in direct relation to that recovery volume. You must have sufficient 
continuous air pressure at so many pounds per square inch (PSI) to drive your 
dental unit. (Altitude will affect your compressor.) 

 
3. Tank size or residual air volume helps your compressor work more efficiently. A 

larger tank volume is helpful with smaller SCFM compressors so they cut on and 
off less frequently. A dentist uses his handpiece about 10% of the time. So, if you 
have a good-sized tank to store the air, the compressor can store air the other 
90% of the time.  Additional air volume can be added with in-line plastic bottles. 

 
4. Quiet operation is certainly a factor if the compressor will be in the same room 

with you. You may need to carry an extension air line to set a noisy compressor 
outside the room or outside the building for quieter operation. Oil-less 
compressors are generally noisy. 

 
5. The voltage of electricity needed to operate your compressor may be a factor. 

Compressors can be ordered in either 220V or 110V to match the current source. 
A few compressors will run on both 220V and 110V by flipping a switch or by 
changing the wiring diagram internally.  

 
6. Be sure that your compressor has a heat protector switch to automatically cut it 

off. Fluctuation in the electric current can overheat the motor and ruin your 
compressor if it does not have this feature. Also, the multi-breaker protection will 
guard against low voltage or overload. The reset switch has been a valuable 
safeguard for us on many occasions where our electric power was not sufficient. 

 
7. The carrying case for your compressor can be insulated to help reduce the noise. 

But heat buildup within the case is a concern if there is not enough venting for air 
to circulate. 

 
8. Remember that compressors have a surge capacity to get them started. It takes 

more current to initially start them turning than to continue their operation. More 
than once we have found the electricity in other countries so weak it would not 
operate our compressor. Our lights would operate, but the compressor would not 
turn over to get started. If you use a generator for your source of electricity, be 
sure it is large enough to pull the load that your compressor will demand. 
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EXAMPLES OF PORTABLE COMPRESSORS 

 
There are a number of portable compressors available on the market today for 
a wide variety of uses. Portable dental compressors are made for this specific 
purpose, but other small commercial compressors can also be used successfully. 
I have included some examples of dental compressors available through your 
dental supplier. These examples should give you a good idea of the 
specifications you should consider before purchasing your compressor. These 
examples are normally only large enough to supply one dental unit. If you plan 
to run two, three, or four portable operatories, a larger compressor would be 
needed. Otherwise a small portable compressor for each drill unit becomes 
necessary. 
 
In the past I used an oil-less Aseptico ¾-horse compressor in its own carrying case, 
with an air tank and pressure gauge built inside the case. They weigh about 35 
pounds and pull 12.5 amps at 110V to run one operatory quite well. The 
compressor air line for the operatory unit, alligator clips into the female receiver on 
the side of the case. The pressure gauge is mounted on the compressor case near 
the female air hookup so that you can see the air pressure in the tanks. There is a 
water bleed-off valve, which should be used to drain your compressor tank 
periodically, especially in high humidity climates. Letting water build up inside the 
tank can cut down the air volume and add more weight to the compressor. 
Aluminum tanks are lighter and do not rust. Oil-less compressors are noisier to 
operate, but have a much longer duty cycle to build up air pressure than 
compressors with oil.   Remember airlines will not permit a compressor with oil. 
 
There are many compressor options on the market around the world. It would 
be advisable to check the electric current available in the country where you 
wish to work and match the compressor with the electric available there. Some 
countries have so much vacillation in the electric current, that it overheats the 
windings of the motor and will burn up a U.S. manufactured compressor. 
Sometimes the electric cycles are different (50 cycle versus 60 cycle). Also, know 
the amp draw of your compressor for the building you will work in. More than 
once we have not been able to run our portable compressors due to low 
amperage in the municipal electric lines. A standard breaker for homes in the US 
is 20 amp. It may vary in other countries especially if they use 220v current for all 
of their electric. 
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www.bambi-air.co.uk  
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www.dntlworks.com 
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Scuba diving tanks can be used as a source of  

compressed air to run a dental operatory without electric. 
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ALTERNATE SOURCES OF COMPRESSED AIR 
 

1. Compressed CO2 will drive your portable dental unit just like a compressor, 
but without the noise. Note that you will need a special connector and 
regulator for the CO2 bottle. A small "Charlie O" CO2 bottle can be used 
for hospitals and nursing homes. It will drive your drill for a couple of hours 
on one small bottle. There have been teams who went to soft drink 
bottling companies in foreign countries and rented the large CO2 
cylinders that ran their drills for a week. The bottle should be upright so 
liquid CO2 does not come through the lines. CO2 is very cold when running 
a handpiece. It can create condensation and freeze up the handpiece 
in warm humid climates. Be cautioned, you cannot carry CO2 bottles on 
an airplane. 

 

2. A gasoline-powered compressor is an option when electricity is not 
available. One team purchased a new compressor in the country where 
they worked. They used it two weeks, then sold it before leaving for what 
they originally gave for it. For them, it was certainly not worth carrying a 
compressor overseas and back. A gasoline-powered compressor is very 
noisy just as a portable generator would be, so have a long extension air 
line to get it away from your operatory.  

 

3. Maybe you can rent or borrow a compressor for the length of your stay in 
the country. This may be a cheaper alternative than purchasing a 
compressor. It is advisable to put an in-line filter on your air hose before it 
enters your dental unit to filter any potential oil or rust. A used or borrowed 
compressor may have contaminants in the tank that could ruin your 
handpieces. There are some very good, inexpensive air line filters 
available for $18-$35. Note the threads and size of orifice.  

 

4. If you have a small compressor, but need more tank volume to give you 
necessary reserve, there are alternatives. Heavy plastic, 2-liter bottles 
(made by DCI) can be added along your air lines or a disposable 3 gallon 
aluminum Freon tank can be fitted to snap into the air line. There are any 
number of air tanks that can be added to your dental setup to increase 
the air volume available to your dental unit. Normally a dentist uses his 
handpiece 10% of the time, so by increasing the residual volume, you can 
run two operatories without overloading a small compressor. 

 

5.  Scuba tanks can be utilized to run your dental unit just like the CO2 bottles, 
but a means of refilling the tanks should be convenient. One normally has 
to have a "SI" or Scuba International card to refill the tanks. Since the tanks 
are being used for other purposes, a "SI" card may not be necessary. You 
will need to purchase a special adaptor and high-pressure hose for your 
dental unit to fit the scuba tank. 
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Small CharlieO CO2 tanks can run operatory for two hours. 
They are ideal for treating one patient at hospitals or nursing homes. 

 

 
 

Total system weighs less than 20 pounds. 
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NOTES 
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Water for Portable Dentistry 
 

 
 

Doesn’t every house have running water? 
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Multipurpose water sprayer tank for pressurized water source. 
 

 
 

Umbilical lines to hookup water for three dental units. 
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D. WATER SOURCES FOR PORTABLE DENTISTRY (CRITERIA TO LOOK FOR IN YOUR WATER 
SOURCE) 

 
1. Be sure that the tap water is safe to use where you set up the clinic 

and if not find a safe source of water. Most of the third world countries 
where we go do not have safe tap water, so we must obtain bottled 
water for our dental units. In the United States, we can hook up to any 
local municipal utility and be assured that the water is safe to use. But 
in third world countries, it may be necessary to boil the tap water 
before using it, due to contaminated municipal water systems. Rural 
areas may get their water from a well, the river, or even a pond. So ask 
if the water you have available is safe to drink or if it needs to be 
boiled. 

 
 We have set up clinics in countries where the people of the various 

communities could drink the water and not become ill, because their 
immune systems had adjusted to the microorganisms. Those villages 
believe their water is safe to drink and cannot understand Americans 
coming there and getting sick on the water. It is better to be safe than 
sorry. 

 
2. Use safe water in your portable dental unit water reservoir. Even 

though the local water could be used on the local people with no ill 
effects, your dental unit would be contaminated and need to be 
flushed and cleaned before using its water system again in another 
country on another project. For instance, the tuberculosis spore can 
remain dormant, but viable for three months. So always use safe, 
bottled, boiled or sterile water in your dental unit, which will not spread 
disease. 

 
3. The tap water pressure must be adequate to use with your dental unit 

if it does not contain its own water system. Gravity flow systems (such 
as a water tank on the roof top) normally do not have enough pressure 
to be used effectively in the dental unit. Most portable units have a 
plastic or aluminum container for distilled water. The air pressure from 
your unit puts pressure (18-22 PSI) on that water reservoir for a 
pressurized source of water to the handpiece and three-way syringe. 
Be sure the pressurized container is sealed good after filling it each 
time with water.  
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4. Alternative sources of pressurized water can be used if your portable 
dental unit or Cavitron does not have its own water reservoir. A new 
plastic garden sprayer tank from any home and garden store will serve 
your purpose nicely. They come in one, two, three-gallon sizes but I 
would get the smallest size, so it is easy to pack. Just cut the spray 
handle off the end of its rubber water hose and push your specific 
dental quick disconnect fitting into the orifice of the rubber hose. Use a 
small hose clamp to secure the rubber hose around your dental fitting 
and screw it down snuggly. This will give you safe pressurized water that 
will last for days. Simply pump the tank a few times and you will have 
plenty of water for your unit or Cavitron. Even a Volkswagen windshield 
wiper reservoir can be used and pumped up with a bicycle pump to 
provide the pressure. Many varied and innovative systems of 
pressurized water can be dreamed up. Just be sure that the containers 
are clean, free of any harmful substances, and that the water you use 
is safe.  
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ATTACHING DENTAL FITTING TO SPRAYER 

1. Cut rubber hose to remove handle with a nice right angle cut. 
2. Slide small hose clamp onto rubber hose and leave loose. 
3. Take female dental fitting and slide threaded end into hose. 
4. Slide hose clamp down onto the end of the hose and over fitting. 
5. Tighten hose clamp snuggly over hose that covers threads. 
6. There is no need for super glue or adhesive, hose clamp will seal it. 
7. Add clean water to tank and pump up pressure. 
8. Snap into dental unit or ultrasonic fitting. 
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PORTABLE EVACUATOR UNITS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

We forgot the portable evacuator – just spit on the ground. 
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Venturi suction system works on air pressure. 
This suction weighs only 1½ pounds 
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E. EVACUATION SYSTEMS (CRITERIA TO LOOK FOR IN YOUR EVACUATION SYSTEM) 
 

1. The simplest, high-volume portable evacuation system is the Venturi, 
which snaps into most good portable dental units. It has a plastic 
bottle that collects debris and fluids. The unit runs off of air pressure. 
Hampton Research manufactures this system, which is used on most 
portable dental units in the U.S. 

 

2. Carrying a heavy electric motor driven suction unit around with you 
is not practical any more especially when you are trying to 
conserve weight and be efficient. I use to carry a fifteen-pound 
electric Pelvac with me everywhere in Mexico. But I switched long 
ago to the lightweight air driven Venturi system. Now Devilbis has a 
4-pound, self-contained, electric suction that has its own battery 
pack inside the unit. It will recharge on 110V, 9V or 220V with an 
adaptor. The system will run approximately 3 hours on one charge. It 
takes 10-12 hours to recharge the unit. 

 

3. When in dire need of a suction machine in a foreign country, you 
can build one from a vacuum cleaner or a shop vac. The principle 
is quite simple and depending on the suction of the vacuum 
cleaner, very powerful. You simply draw the vacuum through a 
large bottle that traps the debris and liquids. You need to obtain the 
proper hose to go from a collection bottle to patient with ends that 
are disposable or can be sterilized. 
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We have used a $24.95 wet-dry utility shop vac for suction. They can be fitted 
with a plastic catch bottle, so liquids and solids do not come all the way back to 
the suction. It weighs 5 pounds and has awesome vacuum. 
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DeVilbis portable suction unit with a dental evacuation hose. 
DeVilbis will run off 110V electric, auto plug or its own battery. 

This self-contained portable suction weighs 8½ pounds. 
 
 

 
 

American Dental Accessories Portable Vacuum 
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PORTABLE DENTAL LIGHTS 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

And I thought if I worked in the sun I could see! 
Now my aching neck is sunburned too. 
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Examples of various simple lighting systems. 
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F. Portable Operatory Lights 
 

I have used most every light source you can imagine to do dentistry in 
remote locations. Adequate light is the first thing to look for, before 
starting to set up your portable dental equipment. Without adequate 
light, you cannot do your best. Always look for a window, door, skylight, 
or natural source of light if there is not good lighting in the building 
where you must work. On one trip it was necessary to pull several 
sheets of tin off the roof of the building where we worked to let light 
into the room. Many times we have worked outside in the open, 
because it was too dark in the mud huts of a village. Here is a list of 
some of the many portable light sources you can use, but certainly use 
your own judgment as to what you would prefer. 

 
1. Portable operatory lights such as Aseptico have high intensity bulbs, 

fold down tripod stand, and case. These are great to work with. 
Note they come in 110 or 220 volt.  

 
2. A Sunnex Gooseneck Dichromic Light is the operatory dental light 

we now carry with us. It comes in either 110V or 220V electric 
current and has several different configurations, depending on the 
country or type of portable operatory you use.   

 
3.  The Rolex portable light with flexible neck can attach by a hose 

clamp to your dental chair and it works well. 
 
4. Goodlite and Aseptico Uniglo lights (110V) have a headband to 

hold them on your forehead. These lights focus and give good 
intensity. Some operators do not like the dangling wires or the 
necessity to position their head for the sake of the light. Most 
hunters’ lights do not have a focus on them and the light is less 
intense with a dark spot in the middle of the beam. 

 
5. The Top spot flashlight/headlamp with Krypton bulb works for three 

hours on 4 AA batteries. I carry these for my ace in the hole when I 
need an intense light for a root tip or really good focused light. The 
lens tilts and focuses the powerful small light. You can use it like a 
flashlight or unsnap the handle and use it around your head--which 
is the way I use it when I need both hands and a good light. 

 
6. The Welch Allen battery powered DenLite mirror has been very 

convenient to use on the field. The rechargeable battery pack will 
go all day on one charge. It can be used with the disposable mirror 
or without the mirror as you would a penlight. 
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7.  The Vortex light uses 4 AA batteries and has a krypton bulb. It is 

waterproof and is designed as a headlight in an unbreakable 
case. The Vortex gives a solid light in the center of its beam with a 
small focus knob adjustment. 

 
  8. Flashlights come in many shapes and sizes. We always pack 

several 2 D-cell flashlights with extra batteries and bulbs 
everywhere we go. I like flashlights that have a head that rotates 
90˚. It is much easier for your helper to hold. 

 
  9. Fiber optic light from your dental handpiece is good if you have a 

good stable source of electricity to do operative. It is not very 
practical to use for exams, extractions, and some other aspects of 
portable dentistry. 

 
10. Reflected sunlight from a mirror helped me one time when my 

flashlight batteries were low and I needed good intense light into 
a socket. Position your assistant with a face mirror to reflect the 
sun's rays into the mouth—it’s a trick. But, in a pinch it can bail you 
out of a tight spot. If the sun is too intense, you can adjust the 
surface of the mirror to lessen its efficiency and disperse the light 
rays to your satisfaction. Don't use this except in a special situation, 
because it could harm your eyes if the sun's intensity is too great. 

 
11. Portable DC power lights and battery-operated lights, which can 

operate off of an automotive battery, are good. I have seen 
foreign dental units, which have an automotive headlight for the 
operative bulb. (You can make one quite easily also.) You can 
make your own operatory light in a foreign country with an auto 
headlight and its metal housing. Attach it to a flexible support and 
run automotive wire for the leads to a 12 Volt battery. You can 
also put an on/off switch in line near the light for convenience. (Be 
careful, they get hot!) 

 
12. Butane, white gas, coal oil, or kerosene do not give a quality light 

or the good focus you need. But, in a pinch they can supplement 
a flashlight. 
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 Vortec Headlamp 
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Portable X-Ray Systems 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Is our patient sure there were 16 decayed roots? 
So far, I’ve only found fifteen. 

That last one looks like a good tooth! 
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G.  Portable X-Ray Units 
 
 1. Aseptico ARU-OS comes in three cases weighing 13, 16, and 31 pounds 

or 60 total. There is an optional step down transformer for 220V and cart 
stand on wheels, which gives it height and mobility. 

 
 2. Phillips Oralix 65 comes in one case, weighs 67 pounds and operates on 

110V current. It has a tripod to mount the head on and to adjust the 
height. 
 

 3. MinXray.P200D comes in two cases and total weight is 25 pounds. It 
operates on 110V or you can special order one to operate on 220V. 
 

 4. M-DECs Port XD with Oralix 65 tube head and timer; the case serves as 
the base, operates on 110V and weighs 54 pounds in the case. There is 
no option for 220V. 

 
 5. DNTLworks™ Trophy 70 KVP, 8ma system is made for air travel on 

commercial airlines. This unit is designed for quick set up without tools 
and has optional hardside cases for transport. It weighs 53 pounds (head 
and stand). 

 
6. Safari Portable X-Ray Unit. 

 
H. Portable Dark Rooms  

 
 Portable dark rooms are on the market to compliment the portable x-ray 

units. Some examples are included in this section for your information. But you 
can make your own collapsible dark room with a black plastic bag and your 
Collits rapid chemicals. Even a photographer's film changing bag works well.  

 
 Also, there is a self-develop dental x-ray film that has small developing gel 

and fixing gel pouches attached to the side of the film packet. You squeeze 
the developing gel into the x-ray film packet after the x-ray is taken wait 30 
seconds and squeeze the fixing gel into the film packet. This gives you an 
immediate radiograph for quick diagnosis. The radiograph can only be read 
for 6 to 8 minutes before the quality (definition) begins to deteriorate. These 
were used in the Desert Storm Operation and are still available as of this 
writing. 

 
I. Lap Top Imaging Portable  

Lap top computers have ushered in the digital age for portable dentistry. 
Systems are now available to carry on the field using a portable x-ray unit 
and special lap top computer, which have a capture module with USB port 
and several x-ray film modules. The film (size 0,1,2,3) module is placed in the 
patient’s mouth, the x-ray taken as normal, and an immediate readout 
comes up on the lap top computer screen. A much lower dose of radiation is 
used for the digital system and the x-ray image on the lap top screen can be 
enhanced, color graphed, or reverse contrasted with a few keystrokes by the 
operator.   
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 Electric Dental Drills, 
Scalers, Curing Lights 

 
 
 

 
 

Is this the patient who just wanted a filling? 
When the tooth is decayed below the gum line, 

Only one thing can be done. 
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J.  Portable Electric Drills, Curing Lights, Ultrasonic 
 

1. Portable electric drills which work on 110V, 220V or battery packs have 
good torque and are now very dependable. Selection of a portable 
electric drill boils down to personal preference and you should look at all 
that is available in the marketplace. An electric model, which comes 
with a belt clip battery pack, will not confine you to the length of an 
electric cord if you are working multiple chairs. 
 

  The RPM (revolutions per minute) and torque are important 
considerations when comparing your normal turbine handpieces with 
electric handpieces. Slow speed electrics normally will do between 18-
35,000 RPM but vary greatly in torque. They are good to remove gross 
decay, remove bone during flap procedures, and can be used for 
normal preps as a slow speed when high speed is not available. The slow 
speed electrics I have used do not have water attachments on them. So 
a conventional air water syringe would be helpful. In remote settings I 
take a rubber bulb chip blower to use with the slow speed handpiece. It 
is more difficult, but will work when you do not have a three-way syringe 
available.  

 
  The high-speed electrics go up past 100,000 RPM and have excellent 

torque. A feature that I like about the high-speed electrics is that their 
motors will increase torque as you put more pressure on them. This adds 
to the nice smooth feel of total control while doing a prep. This solid 
didactic feel adds to your perception of where you are on the tooth. I 
must say that I like the high-speed electrics. 

 
  Check to see what contra-angle attachments are available for the 

handpiece and if it will operate on the 110V or 220V current of the 
country. Some units can charge the power pack on either current. Other 
units you must specify which power source you prefer. It’s usually safe to 
order the 110V if you have any doubts or want to use it in various 
countries. Travel kits are available which make it possible for you to step 
220V down to 110V for charging your battery power pack. Some travel 
kits have both the power plug adapters and transformer to run any small 
appliance. If you can charge the battery pack with some available 
source of electric, then the battery pack will provide a consistent stable 
power source for the electric drill and you do not have to worry about 
electric surges which may damage small motors or electronics. 
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2. Curing Lights come in a wide variety of designs and models. Most of 
the new lights have the light source in a cordless LED design with a 
quartz or glass rod tip. Be sure your curing light is in good working order 
before packing it on the trip. Meter the light to be sure that it is 
transmitting enough light-curing intensity for large composites 
(minimum 300). Your dental supply dealer has light meter testing units 
or they are available to purchase for about $185. Low electric voltage 
in another country does not affect the output intensity of the cordless 
LED like it did the bulb-type for curing your restorations. The cordless will 
charge on 110v or 220v.   

 
 Pack one or two extra bulbs and fuses for your equipment in case they 

are not available overseas. Numerous times, a team has arrived on 
sight and plugged 110V equipment into 220V electric and blown a 
fuse. Then they could not find the necessary fuses or bulbs to replace 
those burned out. Consider packing your curing unit in your carry-on 
bag to avoid the shock of baggage handling. If you pack it in your 
suitcase, be sure to pad it carefully so the bulb or LED does not break in 
transit. It goes without saying that the smaller, lighter units are better for 
travel and easier to pack in your carry-on bag. 

 
 If the electric current in the country where you travel is 220V, be sure it 

is compatible with your curing light. It may be necessary to take a 
multi-plugged surge protector bar. These circuit breaker bars are 
cheap and will help protect your equipment from overload, current 
fluctuation, and burn out. They are commonly available in most 
overseas countries now. 

 
  Light cure units are still not too common in third world countries. If you 

have a second hand unit in good shape, to take and use on your trip, 
consider donating it to a local dentist. You would make a life long 
friend and help provide long-term service for the community. If you 
choose to return to that location in the future, it would provide a 
lifetime of opportunities for you. It would also be easy to mail small 
boxes of composite material to the dentist, knowing that many were 
being helped in your absence, with the supplies you could provide. 
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3. Air Sonic scalers, which work off of your high-speed handpiece air hose, 
are good, but not great. They are lighter and less bulky than packing an 
ultrasonic scaling unit. The water-cooled ultrasonic scalers require water 
pressure to push water through the tip. If you plan to be in a site with gravity 
feed or low water pressure, it would be wise to make a small plastic water 
pressure tank as discussed earlier in this chapter under “Water Sources.” 
Cleaning and scaling teeth for people who have never seen a dentist can 
work your fingers to the bone. Calculus can be so thick and hard that you 
must take a high-speed handpiece to slab heavy calculus away from the 
teeth before starting in with an ultrasonic. Literally it is so bad sometimes, 
patients look like they have one solid tooth from ear to ear. Cleaning and 
scaling teeth can be extremely time consuming in a population who has 
never seen a dentist. I have broken several of them on trips cleaning heavy 
calculus. 

 
 
 

 
 

Titan-SW Plus Sonic Scaler 
 

4.   Ultrasonic Scalers  require both electricity and water pressure to operate 
efficiently. The tip vibrates at 25,000-40,000 cycles per second in an elliptical 
path during use. They are much more powerful than air sonics, generate heat 
during operation and require a water spray to keep the tooth surface flushed 
free of lose debris and requires a good suction system to keep the mouth 
evacuated. 
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K.     Portable Generators 
 

Each portable dental compressor will have different energy 
requirements depending on its horsepower, piston size, and efficiency. 
It takes more energy to get a compressor to turn over and start than to 
sustain the operation. That extra boost, which it needs to start, is called 
“surge capacity.” We have had our best luck with 2200 watt 
generators or larger. A 1500-watt will not operate a ¾-hp compressor if 
there is other equipment running on it, such as lights or an autoclave. 
Normally, generators of this size will have both 110V and 220V outlets. 
When possible, we get the generator as far from our work area as 
possible, because of the noise. A single heavy 12 or 14 gauge 
extension cord from the generator to the compressor is best. Then a 
multiplex six-plug box with circuit breaker is good to plug all of the 
equipment into at the chair. It is better to use a larger gauge extension 
cord for long runs of electricity with a load on it, so it does not overheat 
and burn up.  

 
L. NASA Developments In Dentistry 

 
1. A small solar powered air compressor pumps air into a large air 

bladder made out of parachute shroud. This air bladder blows up 
like a balloon to hold about 10 gallons of air volume for smooth 
consistent airflow to a handpiece. When not in use, it folds back 
down into a small basketball sized package for storage 

 
2. A small gasoline air compressor in a backpack runs air pressure to 

a large air bladder, which blows up like a balloon. Principle is the 
same as the solar powered compressor. The small compressors 
can run a handpiece if they have a place to store the air volume. 
The bladders provide storage and pressure to an air driven 
handpiece.  

 
M.    Cases for Transport of Portable Equipment             

 
1. Most portable dental equipment makers have custom cases 

made to protect their equipment. These padded cases are made 
to fit tightly around the equipment and should be durable enough 
for rough handling in transit. 

 
2. Pack Lite Case Company in Tulsa custom designs and builds cases 

for any type of equipment. They use a corrugated tough plastic, 
which resists dents, scratches, or acid. There are several 
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equipment case companies around the country to compare 
quality and price. 

 
3. Sometimes you can find strong padded cases at war surplus 

stores, garage sales, and liquidation sales, but they may not be 
the right dimensions for your equipment. Know the exact size of 
the case you need and measure to be sure it does not exceed 
the 62” total height, width, length standard of the airline carriers.   

 
4. You may purchase a nice large hard side suitcase for $3-$5 at 

Goodwill or Salvation Army to pack your supplies in. Then you can 
travel to some distant country and give it to a missionary who 
needs a suitcase. That gives you a good travel case for supplies 
with a handle and you do not have to bring it back. But, if 
necessary you have something to pack souvenirs in for the trip 
back home. 

 
5. Be sure to have wheels on your large suitcases to drag them 

through airports. There will be times when those wheels are worth 
their weight in gold. 

 
6. Our chair cases used to be 10” oversized for airline travel, but they 

let us take them because we would get approval in advance with 
the airline supervisor 24-hours before departure. 

 
7. You can get extra insurance at the ticket counter when you 

check in for departure. Our dragster case many times will have a 
compressor, Star Wars unit, Venturi suction, and handpieces in it 
when checked. We insure that case for $3,000.00.  

 
8. On a few occasions we have arrived at the check in counter and 

found the airline had declared a “box ban,” meaning the airline 
would only accept suitcases for the flight. Boxes would be shipped 
on a later flight, Next Day, or later in the week, whenever they had 
extra room for luggage. We had one situation recently where we 
never received the boxes. We finally picked them up at customs 
on our way out of the country to return home. 
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Standard canvas bags for equipment 
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Military “drop proof” hardside cases
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Soft side canvas bags for x-ray macine
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Military packing containers made for each piece of equipment. 

 
 

Supplies can be packed around the portable chair in its container. 
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Solar panel can recharge rechargeable batteries, even a dental drill.
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Prototype solar recharger for electric handpiece 
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N.   Miscellaneous Portable Equipment 
 

 1. A solar energy panel can be used to recharge the D.C. battery 
power pack of an electric dental drill. It requires that you have 
two interchangeable battery packs for the electric handpiece. 
One battery pack charges all day with the solar panel while you 
use the other one for dentistry. Solar energy may be all you have 
when working deep in the jungle on an isolated population (tribe). 
The mating of these two technologies has worked so well that, Dr. 
Richard Charlick has purchased 10 drills and solar units to train 
dental nurses in basic dental care for the government of 
Colombia. Improvements are being made rapidly in the field of 
battery packs and solar energy. 

   

  These handpieces normally come with a 110 V charger for the 
D.C. power pack. You can use them as a portable drill unit for 
simple cleaning and fillings in a nursing home, hospital, or on the 
mission field. They normally do not have water, suction, or three-
way syringe for your convenience. 
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2. The foot powered antique dental drill takes our imagination back 
one hundred years to horse and buggy days. But they are still 
being used in some parts of the world. It is interesting to see the 
contrast between the "original" portable dental drill and our new 
solar prototypes. 

 

 
 

One hundred year-old foot pump and belt driven dental drill. 
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O. Portable Autoclave and Sterilization 
 

 1. I now carry a small four-quart stainless steel pressure cooker with 
me, which has been fitted with a 24-pound manual pop off to 
sterilize instruments. It can be heated over a gas flame, electric 
hot plate, propane torch, log fire, or Coleman stove. Most heat 
sources that can boil water will autoclave instruments in this little 
pot. You put half a cup of water in it with your instruments, put it 
over a heat source to boil, bring the pressure up to 24 pounds 
pressure for 10 minutes, and they are flashclaved (Sterilized)! This 
gives you quick, easy sterilizing. Also, it will work with any heat 
source you have available. It is lightweight and will pack into your 
suitcase.  

 
2. Sterilization with a good liquid glutaraldehyde cidex, iodophor, or 

surgical scrub should cover anything you cannot put in the 
autoclave to sterilize. Be very aware that overseas you probably 
will not know if one of your patients has hepatitis, AIDS, or 
tuberculosis. So take every precaution available to protect 
yourself and coworkers with infection control procedures. 

 

 
 

Converted four-quart pressure pot for sterilization. 
Weighs 6 pounds 
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NOTES 


